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• BigScience
• HuggingFace
• PromptSource

https://bigscience.huggingface.co/
https://huggingface.co/bigscience
https://github.com/bigscience-workshop/promptsource
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Challenge 1: Huge variance against semantically equivalent prompts

1. Review: [example]   Answer: [positive/negative]

2. Review: [example]   Question: Did the author 
think that the movie was good or bad?
Answer: [good/bad]

3. My review for last night’s film: [example] The 
critics agreed that the movie was [good/bad]

4. Critical reception [edit] In a contemporary 
review, Roger Ebert wrote [example]
Entertainment weekly agreed and the overall 
critical reception of the film was [good/bad]

GPT3:

[1] Zhao, Zihao, et al. "Calibrate before use: Improving few-shot performance of language models." International Conference on Machine Learning. PMLR, 2021.
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Challenge 2: Zero-shot only works with a giant model (>100B)

Hypothesis: Large models undergo implicit multi-task 
training in their pre-training corpora.

5
[1] Brown, Tom, et al. "Language models are few-shot learners." Advances in neural information processing systems 33 (2020): 1877-1901.
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Proposal: Make implicit multi-task learning explicit

Goals:

• Better generalize at held-out 
tasks

• More robust to the wording 
choices of prompts 

5-10 prompts for each dataset



Proposal: Make implicit multi-task learning explicit

Open call for contributing prompts Interface to write, review, and debug prompts

Ø62 Datasets
Ø520 prompts
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Held-out datasets/tasksTraining datasets/tasks

T0 Does not see any of the held-out datasets/tasks during training
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Training and evaluation:

T5:

a Transformer-based 
encoder-decoder 
language model 

pretrained with a 
masked language 

modeling-style 
objective.

Base model

T0:

11B/3B parameters, 
Trained on datasets 
mentioned earlier.

T0++:

Same 
hyperparameters and 
size but with added 
training sets from 
GPT3’s evaluation 

datasets and 
SuperGlue.

T0+:

Same 
hyperparameters and 
size but with added 
training sets from 
GPT3’s evaluation 

datasets.
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Zero-Shot Performance on Held-out Tasks
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Effect of size of the pretrained model
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Training on more diverse prompts improves robustness on held-out tasks
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Effect of number of training datasets:
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• Effectiveness of multitask prompted training in achieving strong zero-
shot generalization abilities.

• Evidence that T0, a smaller model, can outperform larger models like 
GPT-3 in several held-out tasks, showcasing its efficiency.

• Extensive ablation studies, highlighting the importance of diverse 
prompts and the impact of increasing the number of datasets in each 
task.

• Releasing all trained models, the collection of prompts, and the 
prompt annotation tool to the research community, fostering future 
work in the area of zero-shot generalization.

Strengths:


